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 Near Synonymy in Morphological Structures: Why 
Catalans can abolish constitutions but Portuguese and 
6SDQLVKVSHDNHUVFDQ¶W 
 
3DXO2¶1HLOO 
University of Sheffield  
 
 
This article examines the concept of defectivity in the verbal system of Spanish, 
Portuguese and Catalan. Building on previous studies on defective verbs in Spanish and 
Portuguese I investigate why there are no such defective verbs in Catalan.  I conclude that 
the structure of the verbal paradigm in Catalan non-first conjugation verbs is radically 
different from that of the other languages; Catalan verbs constitute paradigms which 
correspond to regular patterns of inflection whereas Spanish and Portuguese display non-
predictable types of root allomorphy which require all non-first conjugation verbs to have a 
memorised form for the rhizotonic forms of the verb. Theoretically, this type of defectivity 
poses problems for models of inflectional morphology and suggests that the patterns of 
frequent verbs can become general rules for all verbs of a particular conjugation.  
 
Keywords: defectiveness, defectivity, morphomes, paradigms, 
Spanish/Portuguese/Catalan.  
 
1 Introduction  
The concept of near-synonymy has, understandably, been studied mostly within the domain 
of lexical semantics, in which most studies examine to what extent cross-linguistic 
lexemes constitute functional cognate elements. For example, in a contrastive study of the 
VHPDQWLFVRIWKHFRQWLQXDQWVRIWKH/DWLQ6(17Ʈ5(LQ6SDQLVK)UHQFKDQG,WDOLDQ(QJKHOV
& Jansegers (2013) note how each individual verb has undergone semantic specializations 
differentiating the lexical cognates: in French the cognitive pole of the verb has been 
GHYHORSHGWRUHQGHUPHDQLQJVZKLFKDSSUR[LPDWHWRµWKLQN¶µNQRZ¶µUHDOLVH¶ (ibid:979), 
ZKHUHDV LQ6SDQLVK LW LVRIWHQXVHGZLWKWKHPHDQLQJµEHVRUU\¶DQG LQ ,WDOLDQµKHDU¶ ,Q
Spanish and Italian these meanings are claimed to be grammaticalised, which the authors 
define as an umbrella term which captures the notion that a particular usage emerges as 
being frequent, common and systematic ± a reality for the language.  
 
It is in this vein that I will analyse defective verbs in 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKand compare 
them with the closely related Romance language Catalan, which has no defective verbs. 
All three languages have the same common ancestor, however, over time and due to a 
series of phonological and morphological changes, which will not be analysed here, the 
different languages have undergone morphological specializations differentiating the 
conjugational classes and principles of word formation therein. More specifically, I claim 
that for non -ar verbs, 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKdo not create the rhizotonic forms of the 
verb via knowledge of other forms of the verb or a common memorised root, but only 
produce these forms if they have been heard and committed to memory. Hence the presence 
of defective verbs in these languages: they are low frequency non ±ar verbs whose 
rhizotonic forms have not been heard. This is in contrast to Catalan, which possesses no 
defective verbs since the cognate lexemes all belong to a sub-paradigm of the ±ir 
conjugation whose rhizotonic forms are produced on the basis of knowledge of other forms.  
 
2 What are defective verbs? 
 Simply stated, defective verbs are verbs that have a number of forms of their paradigm 
missing. There are different types of defectivity in languages (Sims 2006, 2016 for an 
overview) but in what follows I will examine only the type of verbal defectivity which 
cannot be explained due to the semantics of the verb. Thus, verbs which only possess 3sg 
or 3pl forms such DV WKRVH YHUEV PHDQLQJ µFRQFHUQ¶ RU µKDSSHQ¶ atañer, concernir, 
suceder, acontecer, ocurrir) will not be analysed , nor will impersonal verbs which refer 
to meteorological phenomena such as WKHYHUEVµWRrain¶, µto snow¶, µto hail¶ in the different 
languages.  
 
The 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKverbs abolir µDEROLVK¶DUHWKHbest known examples of this 
type of defectivity for Ibero-Romance; these verbs, as illustrated in (1) for Portuguese and 
(2) in Spanish1 supposedly do not possess any inflectional forms for the singular and 3pl 
of the present indicative and subjunctive. This situation is in stark contrast to Catalan, 
which does display a full paradigm for this verb.  However, note that the Catalan verb 
displays the augment -eix in the majority of the forms which are defective in the other 
languages; this fact will be of crucial importance at a later stage. 
(1) The Portuguese verb abolir  
 present 
indicative 
present 
subjunctive 
future conditional imperfect 
indicative 
1SG. - - abolirei aboliria abolia 
2SG. - - abolirás abolirias abolias 
3SG. - - abolirá aboliria abolia 
1PL. abolimos - aboliremos aboliríamos abolíamos 
2PL. abolis - abolireis aboliríeis abolíeis 
3PL. - - abolirão aboliriam abolíam 
 pluperfect 
indicative 
imperfect 
subjunctive 
preterite future 
subjunctive 
inflected 
infinitive 
1SG. abolira abolisse aboli abolir abolir 
2SG. aboliras abolisse aboliste abolires abolires 
3SG. abolira abolisse aboliu abolir abolir 
1PL. abolíramos abolíssemos abolimos abolirmos abolirmos 
2PL. abolíreis abolísseis abolistes abolirdes abolirdes 
3PL. aboliram abolissem aboliram abolirem abolirem 
 imperative infinitive gerund participle  
 - , aboli abolir abolindo abolido, -da  
 
(2) The Spanish verb abolir  
 present 
indicative 
present 
subjunctive 
future conditional 
1SG. - - aboliré aboliría 
                                                 
1
 Note that although the majority of grammars note that this verb is defective, and speakers are unsure as to 
how to conjugate this verb, the Real Academia Española in its new grammar, and on the online dictionary  
has decreed that that it is not defective, nor does it display any allomorphy. Specifically, they state Aunque 
tradicionalmente se ha considerado verbo defectivo, ya que solían usarse solo las formas cuya desinencia 
empieza por i, hoy se documentan, y se consideran válidas, el resto de las formas de la conjugación: «Se 
abole la pena de muerte» (VV. AA. Grupo [Esp. 2001]) (http://lema.rae.es/dpd/srv/search?key=abolir). This 
SUHVFULSWLYHYLHZGRHVQRWFRUUHVSRQGWRDFWXDOXVDJHVHH2¶1HLOO2009). 
2SG. - - abolirás abolirías 
3SG. - - abolirá aboliría 
1PL. abolimos - aboliremos aboliríamos 
2PL. abolís - aboliréis aboliríais 
3PL. - - abolirán abolirían 
 imperfect 
subjunctive 
imperfect 
subjunctive 
preterite imperfect 
indicative 
1SG. aboliera aboliese abolí abolía 
2SG. abolieras aboliese aboliste abolías 
3SG. aboliera aboliese abolió abolía 
1PL. aboliéramos aboliésemos abolimos abolíamos 
2PL. abolierais abolieseis abolís abolíais 
3PL. abolieran aboliesen abolieron abolían 
 imperative infinitive gerund participle 
 - , abolid abolir aboliendo abolido, -da 
 
(3) The Catalan verb abolir  
 present 
indicative 
present 
subjunctive 
future conditional 
1SG. aboleixo aboleixi aboliré aboliria 
2SG. aboleixes aboleixis aboliràs aboliries 
3SG. aboleix aboleixi abolirà aboliria 
1PL. abolim abolim abolirem aboliríem 
2PL. aboliu aboliu abolireu aboliríeu 
3PL. aboleixen aboleixin aboliran abolirien 
 imperfect 
subjunctive 
imperfect 
indicative 
synthetic 
preterite 
periphrasitc 
preterite 
1SG. abolís abolia abolí vaig abolir 
2SG. abolissis abolies abolires vas abolir 
3SG. abolís abolia abolí va abolir 
1PL. abolíssem abolíem abolírem vam abolir 
2PL. abolíssiu abolíeu abolíreu vau abolir 
3PL. abolissen abolian aboliren van abolir 
 imperative infinitive gerund participle 
 aboleix, aboliu abolir abolint abolit, abolida 
 
 
This pattern of defectiveness for Portuguese (1) and Spanish (2) is attested in a number of 
verbs; for reasons that will be elaborated on at a later stage, this pattern will be termed the 
N&L-pattern. This pattern, as it name suggests, is actually the combination of two different 
patterns: the N-pattern and the L-pattern2. The first (N) refers to the set of paradigm cells 
comprising all singular forms of the present indicative and subjunctive, the 3PL forms of 
the same tenses and in Spanish the 2SG imperative, and in Portuguese the imperatives for 
tu and vocês. The second pattern (L) refers to all persons of the present subjunctive in 
addition to the 1SG present indicative and, in Portuguese, the você/vocês forms which are 
traditionally considered to be syncretic with the 3RD person forms of the present 
subjunctive3. These different patterns are displayed below in (4) in which for the sake of 
simplicity the forms of the imperative have been omitted.  
 
(4) Different patterns  
 
N-Pattern  L-Pattern  N&L-Pattern 
PRS IND PRS SUBJ PRS IND PRS SUBJ PRS IND PRS SUBJ 
1SG.       
2SG.   *     
3SG.    *    
1PL. *   *  *  *   
2PL.  * *   *   *  
3PL.     *    
 
3 The defective verbs of 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVK 
In relation to the defective verbs in Spanish Javier Elvira (1993:580) has noted what he has 
WHUPHGµODVFRQWUDGLFFLRQHV\SUREOHPDVTXHHQWUDxDHOWUDWDPLHQWRGHODGHIHFWLYLGDGHQ
ODJUDPiWLFDHVSDxROD¶. In fact, this scholar has characterised the study of defectivity in 
6SDQLVK DV µXQR GH ORV FDStWXORV PiV HQGHEOHV ERUURVRV \ HVFXUULGL]RV GH QXHVWUD
gramática¶ (Elvira 1993:580). The same is true for the study of defectivity in Portuguese. 
The reasons become apparent upon examination of the treatment of defectivity in the 
different grammars of 3RUWXJXHVH DQG 6SDQLVK, since there is no agreement between 
                                                 
2
 These terms are purely arbitrary and are taken from Maiden (2004) who coined them in 
his discussion of historical developments in the Romance verb. 
3
 In the spoken Portuguese of Brazil, the morphological forms of the 3SG present indicative 
can often correspond to the imperative forms with você. 
scholars over (a) what the defective verbs in the language are and (b) what particular cells 
are defective. These points are illustrated in the tables below.  
 
(5) Bar chart of the number of defective verbs according to different Portuguese 
grammars  
 
 
(6) Bar chart of the number of defective verbs according to different Spanish grammars 
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(7) Different patterns of defectivity in the present indicative and subjunctive for different lexemes according to different Portuguese 
grammars.  
 
Cunha & Cintra (1984) Perini (2002) Dunn (1928) Hills et. al. (1925) Vázquez & Mendes 
(1971) 
 
           
1sg 
  aboles   aboles            2sg 
abolir abole   abole         3sg 
 abolimos  abolimos  abolimos  abolimos  abolimos  1pl 
 abolis  abolis  abolis  abolis  abolis  2pl 
 abolem  abolem        3pl 
   
Not listed as defective  
  
Not listed as defective  
  
1sg 
 demoles         2sg 
demolir demole       3sg 
 demolimos  demolimos  demolimos  1pl 
 demolis  demolis  demolis  2pl 
 demolem      3pl 
       
Not listed as defective  
  
1sg 
 emerges   emerges      emerges   2sg 
emergir emerge  emerge    emerge  3sg 
 emergimos  emergimos  emergimos  emergimos  1pl 
 emergis  emergis  emergis  emergis  2pl 
 emergem  emergem    emergem  3pl 
   
Not listed as defective  
  
Not listed as defective  
  
1sg 
       precaves   2sg 
precaver-     precave   3sg 
 precavemo  precavemos  precavemos  1pl 
 precaveis  precaveis  precaveis  2pl 
     precavem  3pl 
 
(8) Different patterns of defectivity for different lexemes according to different Spanish grammars. 
 R.A.E.(Nueva)JUDP£WLFD R.A.E. (diccionario) Bello (1908) Alcoba Santiago (1999)  Alarcos Llorach  
       
only the 
adjective/participle 
manido and the infinitive 
manir  
only the 
adjective/participle 
manido and the infinitive 
manir 
1sg 
           2sg 
manir        3sg 
 manimos  manimos  manimos  1pl 
 PDQ¯V  PDQ¯V  PDQ¯V  2pl 
        3pl 
 
Not listed as defective  Not listed as defective  
only the 
adjective/participle 
denegrido and the 
infinitive denegrir 
only the 
adjective/participle 
denegrido and the 
infinitive denegrir 
only the 
adjective/participle 
denegrido and the 
infinitive denegrir 
1sg 
 
2sg 
denegrir 3sg 
 
1pl 
 
2pl 
 
3pl 
 
only the adjective 
colorido 
    
Not listed as defective  
only the 
adjective/participle 
descolorido and the 
infinitive descolorir 
1sg 
       2sg 
colorir     3sg 
 colorimos  colorimos  1pl 
 FRORU¯V  FRORU¯V  2pl 
     
3pl 
 
Not listed as defective  
        
1sg 
             2sg 
abolir         3sg 
 abolimos  abolimos  abolimos  abolimos  1pl 
 DERO¯V  DERO¯V  DERO¯V  DERO¯V  2pl 
         
3pl 
 
Such discrepancy invites one to pose the question whether defectivity in Spanish and Portuguese 
constitutes a psychological reality for speakers or is just an invention of grammarians. 2¶1HLOO 
(2009, forthcoming) carried out a number of statistical studies on Spanish and Portuguese corpora 
to answer this question (the combined total of the different corpora for Spanish was 206.5 million 
words, for Portuguese only one corpus of 180 million words was used). He identified that even 
though there was much disparity between different grammars all grammars were consistent in 
classing lexemes as defective either according to the N-pattern, the L-pattern and/or a 
combination of both forms. Additionally a number of grammars claimed that the supposed verbs 
were only used in the present participle adjectival form. Therefore, he created a statistical model, 
which could, from the overall frequency of a lexeme, predict the maximum and minimum values 
for the 3SG. present indicative and all the forms of the present subjunctive. The former value was 
used as a diagnostic of the N-pattern forms and the latter of the L-pattern forms. Additionally, the 
values for the 1PL. present indicative were calculated so as to check whether it was the case that 
a verb was not attested in the present tense, as opposed to it being defective in accordance with 
the different patterns. A list of possible defective verbs for each language was then checked 
against the corpora and the predictions of the statistical model  (for full details of the statistical 
model see 2¶1HLOO 2009, forthcoming). The results are summarised below in (9) and the list of 
verbs defective according to the different patterns are given for Portuguese in (10) and for Spanish 
in (11).   
(9) Summary of results from 2¶1HLOO (2009) 
Portuguese  Spanish   
52 62 Number of alleged defective verbs  
12 16 non extant / very infrequent 
8 8 normal frequency 
7 21 mainly occurred in past participle 
10 104 defective in N & L-pattern 
12 3 defective in L-pattern 
                                                 
4
 Originally four verbs were considered to be defective according to the reduced N-pattern only: garantir, tullir, loar, 
incoar. The verb garantir was a special case whose variation depended on the variety of Spanish: Latin American 
vs. Peninsular. In Peninsular Spanish it only appeared as a past participle and once as an infinitive. The verb incoar 
could really have been considered as not defective, and tullir and loar were very close to being considered as 
defective according to the N&L pattern. For simplicity these examples have been excluded from the discussion.  
  
(10) Defective verbs in Portuguese  
Type   Verbs  
Defective in the 
N&L-pattern 
10 abolir µDEROLVK¶banir µEDQLVK¶, colorir µFRORXU¶demolir 
µGHPROLVK¶, escapulir µslip RII¶florir µflower¶polir µSROLVK¶
precaver-seµEHSUHSDUHGSUHSDUHDJDLQVW¶ reaver µUHJDLQ¶remir 
µUHGHHP¶. 
Defective only 
in the L-pattern 
12 EUDQGLUµEUDQGLVK¶compelir µFRPSHO¶discernir µGLVFHUQ¶
emergir µHPHUJH¶exaurir µGUDLQ¶, extorquir µH[WRUW¶feder 
µVWLQN¶, fruir µHQMR\¶gerir µGLJHVW¶µimergir µLPPHUVH¶retorquir 
µUHSO\¶ungir µWRDQRLQW¶ 
 
 
(11) Defective verbs in Spanish 
Type   Verbs  
Defective in the 
N&L-pattern 
10 abolir µDEROLVK¶asir µJUDVS¶balbucir µEDEEOH¶bruñir µSROLVK¶, 
compungir µIHHOUHPRUVHIXO¶, curtir µWDQOHDWKHU¶, embutir 
µVWXII¶, precaver µSURYLGHDJDLQVW¶, raer µVFUDSH¶ungir µDQRLQW¶ 
Defective only in 
the L-pattern 
3 blandir µEUDQGLVK¶ estreñir µFDXVHFRQVWLSDWLRQ¶, erguir µerect¶  
 
We can therefore conclude that there are defective verbs in 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVK. Not only are 
the patterns of defectivity the same but the languages share some cognate defective verbs with 
the same patterns (abolir, precaver, blandir/brandir). Catalan, however, despite its geographic 
proximity and its historical relatedness does not possess any defective verbs, according to all 
dictionaries, grammars and intuitions of native speakers.  
 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the various explanations for defective verbs in 3RUWXJXHVH
DQG6SDQLVK, it must be noted that the defective verbs in these languages all share the following 
properties: they are few in number, mostly limited to the ±ir class of verbs, and most have a very 
low frequency.  Despite the low frequency of the lexemes it is surprising that the 1SG. and 3SG. 
present indicative forms are defective since, as demonstrated by the bar chart in (12) of the total 
frequency of inflected forms for the Spanish CREA corpus, the present indicative is the most 
frequent form of the verb. Thus, if any inflected form of the verb was going to appear in the 
corpora, the prediction would be that it would be one of the most common forms of the most 
frequent tense, namely, 1SG. and 3SG. present indicative.  
(12)  
 
 
4 Explanations for defectiveness   
The explanations for the defectivity in Spanish (Portuguese is not mentioned in the theoretical 
literature with the exception of 2¶1HLOO 2010) can be divided into three types detailed below: 
 
x The defective forms simply sound bad or are avoided due to homonymic clash 
x The defective forms are the result of grammatical uncertainty  
x The defective forms are lexicalised  
 
 The first of these explanations is that of the Real Academia Española (RAE5 1854: 99) which 
makes the point that the possible diphthongised forms of the verb abolir: abuelo (1sg. pres. indic) 
y abuela (1sg. y 3sg. pres. subj.) are unacceptable because of the homophony with the identical 
IRUPV PHDQLQJ µJUDQGIDWKHU¶ DQG µJUDQGPRWKHU¶ +RZHYHU WKLV DUJXPHQW LV QRW YDOLG for the 
following reasons: (a) the semantic and syntactic context is sufficient to disambiguate the 
different forms; (b) languages are replete with homonyms (e.g. in Spanish the word vino can mean 
µZLQH¶RUWKHVJ3UHWHULWHRIWKHYHUEvenir µWRFRPH¶FHYHQLIWKLVDUJXPHQWZHUHYDOLGRQ
the basis of recent studies on the avoidance of homonymic clashes, the argument only applies to 
two of the verbs which are defective for Spanish (abolir and blandir; the 1SG. present indicative 
and present subjunctive forms of this latter verb, blando, blanda, coincide with the adjectival 
IRUPVPHDQLQJµVRIW¶ 
 
The second explanation, involving lexical uncertainty, has been put forth by Adam Albright in a 
series of articles (2003, 2006, 2009); the central idea is that gaps surface in low-frequency verbs 
when speakers are required to create a form and there is either conflicting data or insufficient data 
for speakers to know what morphophonological alternation the inflected form should have.  In 
the specific case of Spanish, whilst for ±ir verbs of the type cubrir µWRFRYHU¶WKHLQILQLWLYHFDQ
only follow one model and give cubre, for abolir there is no model for the form abole, in which 
the root vowel remains unchanged as /o/ in the 3SG. present indicative, and there are only two 
verbs to copy for the alternation /o/ > [we], dormir - duerme and morir ± muere. The result of the 
paucity of information is that the grammar opts to avoid the form. 
 
The theoretical assumptions which underpin this hypothesis are that verb forms are created on the 
basis of morphophonologically similar forms and that defectivity occurs when this derivation 
require inference over data that are conflicting or scant.  
 
This hypothesis suffers from a number of inadequacies (see 2¶1HLOO 2010, 2¶1HLOO 2009) but the 
most damaging one is that it cannot account for defective lexemes in which the defective forms 
are totally predictable. That is, the defective verbs which have root vowels /a u i/ have only one 
                                                 
5
 Real Academia Española, Comisión de Gramática. «Esbozo de una nueva gramática de la lengua española.» Madrid, 
Espasa, 1973. 
model to follow; thus there is no conflicting evidence and plenty of verbs to imitate. However, 
these verbs are still defective. For ease of exposition I have listed these verbs again in (13). 
(13)  
Spanish  10/13 asir µJUDVS¶, bruñir µSROLVK¶ balbucir µEDEEOH¶, blandir 
µEUDQGLVK¶compungir µIHHOUHPRUVHIXO¶, curtir µWDQOHDWKHU¶ 
raer µVFUDSH¶ungir µDQRLQW¶ embutir µVWXII¶ precaver µSURYLGH
DJDLQVW¶ 
Portuguese 9/22 banir µEDQLVK¶, brandir µEUDQGLVK¶, escapulir µJHWDZD\IURP¶ 
exaurir µGUDLQ¶ falir µIDLO¶, precaver-VHµEHRQRQH¶VJXDUG¶, fruir 
µHQMR\¶ungir µanoint¶ 
 
 
The best overview of defectivity from a cross-linguistic perspective is to be found in Sims (2016), 
in which reference is made to the Spanish forms. The essence of the explanation offered in this 
monograph, and in previous publications by the same author (Daland et al. 2007; Sims 2007) is 
that learning an inflectional word form of a lexeme involves at least two tasks: (a) learning how 
to generate the appropriate phonological form of a lexeme (i.e. particular inflectional form), and 
(b) learning the probability that this inflectional and phonological form will be produced at all. 
The claim is therefore that the inflectional gaps that characterize inflectional forms are learnt.  
 
This particular theory makes major assumptions regarding the nature of lexical storage and 
cognitive processes of word formation. The hypothesis is supported by experimental and 
statistical evidence for Russian and Greek but the main challenge to the theory of lexical gaps 
being learned is the fact that often defectiveness manifests itself in low-frequency verbs. Sims  
admits this problem and proposes that the defectivity in such lexemes is learned via analogy with 
more frequent forms with which they from a morphophonologically coherent group.  Whilst such 
an explanation may suffice for the Russian data (however, see 2¶Neill (forthcoming(b)) for a 
critical overview) it cannot explain the 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKdata since these are all relatively 
low frequency verbs and, as is evident in (10) and (11), they do not form a morphophonologically 
coherent group, apart from most of the verbs belonging to the ±ir class. However, only a very 
small percentage of this class of verbs are defective.  
 
 5 My proposal  
In order to explain my proposal for the defective verbs of Portuguese  and Spanish , it is necessary 
to analyse the different patterns of allomorphy in ±er and ±ir verbs in these languages, and to 
understand how this allomorphy is conditioned and the consequences of this conditioning for the 
morphological system of both languages.  
 
5.1 Allomorphy in Portuguese and Spanish  
 
%RWK3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKGLVSOD\VLPLODUDQGGLIIHULQJSDWWHUQVRIDOORPRUSK\LQUHODWLRQWR
WKHSDWWHUQVWKDWDUHUHOHYDQWWRGHIHFWLYHQHVV:LWQHVVWKH/SDWWHUQDOORPRUSK\IRU3RUWXJXHVH6
LQDQGIRU6SDQLVK7LQ 
 
(14) 7KH/SDWWHUQDOORPRUSK\RIWKH3RUWXJXHVHYHUEVWHUµKDYH¶YHUµVHH¶ID]HUµGR¶YLU
µFRPH¶PHGLUµPHDVXUH¶DQGFDEHUµILW¶ 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* WHQKR WHQKD YHMR YHMD IDoR IDoD 
6* WHQV WHQKDV YrV YHMDV ID]HV IDoDV 
6* WHP WHQKD Yr YHMD ID] IDoD 
3/ WHPRV WHQKDPRV YHPRV YHMDPRV ID]HPRV IDoDPRV 
3/ WHQGHV WHQKDLV YHGHV YHMDLV ID]HLV IDoDLV 
3/ WrP WHQKDP YrHP YHMDP ID]HP IDoDP 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* YHQKR YHQKD FDLER FDLED PHoR PHoD 
6* YHQV YHQKDV FDEHV FDLEDV PHGHV PHoDV 
6* YHP YHQKD FDEH FDLED PHGH PHoD 
3/ YLPRV YHQKDPRV FDEHPRV FDLEDPRV PHGLPRV PHoDPRV 
3/ YLQGHV YHQKDLV FDEHLV FDLEDLV PHGLV PHoDLV 
3/ YrP YHQKDP FDEHP FDLEDP PHGHP PHoDP 
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 There are approximately 15 verbal roots which display this alternation: medir, pedir, vir, caber, crer, ler, fazer, 
dizer, perder, pôr, trazer, valer, ver, ouvir.  
7
 With the exception of the verb caber µILW¶ DOO the L-pattern allomorphy in Spanish is characterised by a velar 
consonant. Modern Spanish contains approximately 155 verbal roots, excluding their derivatives, which display a 
voiceless velar allomorph in the L-pattern,  and 11 verbal roots, again excluding derivatives, with a voiced velar 
allomorph. The latter are decir µVD\¶hacer µGR¶salir µJRRXW¶valer µEHZRUWK¶poner µSXW¶venir µFRPH¶tener 
µKDYH¶caer µIDOO¶traer µEULQJ¶roer µJQDZ¶oír µKHDU¶. 
 (15) 7KH/SDWWHUQDOORPRUSK\RIWKH6SDQLVKYHUEVYDOHUµEHZRUWK¶FUHFHUµJURZ¶KDFHU
µGR¶FDEHUµILW¶FDHUµIDOO¶VDOLUµJRRXW¶ 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* YDOJR YDOJD FUH]FR FUH]FD KDJR KDJD 
6* YDOHV YDOJDV FUHFHV FUH]FDV KDFHV KDJDV 
6* YDOH YDOJD FUHFH FUH]FD KDFH KDJD 
3/ YDOHPRV YDOJDPRV FUHFHPRV FUH]FDPRV KDFHPRV KDJDPRV 
3/ YDOpLV YDOJiLV FUHFpLV FUH]FiLV KDFpLV KDJiLV 
3/ YDOHQ YDOJDQ FUHFHQ FUH]FDQ KDFHQ KDJDQ 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* TXHSR TXHSD FDLJR FDLJD VDOJR VDOJD 
6* FDEHV TXHSDV FDHV FDLJDV VDOHV VDOJDV 
6* FDEH TXHSD FDH FDLJD VDOH VDOJD 
3/ FDEHPRV TXHSDPRV FDHPRV FDLJDPRV VDOLPRV VDOJDPRV 
3/ FDEpLV TXHSiLV FDpLV FDLJiLV VDOtV VDOJiLV 
3/ FDEHQ TXHSDQ FDHQ FDLJDQ VDOHQ VDOJDQ 
 
7KHµ1SDWWHUQ¶LQERWKODQJXDJHVLVFKDUDFWHULVHGE\YRFDOLFDOWHUQDWLRQVLQWKHURRWYRZHO,Q
3RUWXJXHVHDVLOOXVWUDWHGLQWKH1SDWWHUQLVUHVWULFWHGWR±DUYHUEVLQZKLFKLWRFFXUVZLWK
WKHJUHDWPDMRULW\RIYHUEVWKDWKDYHWKHJUDSKVH!8DQGR!9DVWKHURRWYRZHO,Q6SDQLVK10
WKH1SDWWHUQLVWKHGRPDLQRIGLSKWKRQJLVDWLRQDQGLVQRWOLPLWHGWRDQ\SDUWLFXODUFRQMXJDWLRQ
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 The only exceptions to this rule, according to Cunha and Cintra (1994:414) are: verbs which contain the diphthong 
<ei> (e.g. cheirar µVPHOO¶YHUEVZKRVHURRW-vowel is followed by a nasal consonant (e.g. remar µURZ¶ordenar µSXW
LQ RUGHU¶ empenhar µWR SDZQ¶ YHUEV ZKRVH URRW YRZHO LV IROORZHG E\ WKH SDODWDO FRQVRQDQW >ݕ ݤ ݠ], with the 
exception of invejar µHQY\¶embrechar µGHFRUDWHZLWKVKHOOV¶frechar µZRXQGZLWKDQDUURZ¶vexar µWRXSVHW¶HJ
fechar µFORVHVKXW¶desejar µGHVLUH¶aparelhar µJHW UHDG\¶WKHYHUEchegar µDUULYH¶DQGLWVGHULYDWLYHV.  
9
 The only exceptions to this rule, according to Cunha and Cintra (1994:414-415) are: verbs which contain the 
diphthongs <oi>, <ou> (e.g. pernoitar µVSHQGWKHQLJKW¶dourar µJLOG¶YHUEVZKRVHURRW vowel is followed by a 
nasal consonant (e.g. tomar µWDNH¶leccionar µWHDFK¶sonhar µGUHDP¶YHUEVHQGLQJLQ±oar (e.g. voar µIO\¶. 
10
 According to Alcoba (1999:4971) there are 169 verbs which display a diphthong [je] in the N-pattern cells which 
alternates with the monophthong /e/ elsewhere, and 140 verbs in which the alternation is between the diphthong [we] 
and /o/.  There are approximately 41 verbs which display a three-way alternation, [je] - /i/ - /e/ (sentir, mentir etc) or 
[we] - /u/ - /o/ (dormir and morir and their derivatives).  
 VHH7KH1SDWWHUQFRXOGDOVREHFRQVLGHUHGWREHUHOHYDQWWRDOWHUQDWLQJKLJKYRZHOV11LQ±
LUYHUEVUHOHYDQWH[DPSOHVDUHJLYHQLQ 
(16) $VHOHFWLRQRI3RUWXJXHVH±DUYHUEVZKLFKGLVSOD\1SDWWHUQDOORPRUSK\DSHJDU
µDWWDFK¶OHYDUµFDUU\¶QHYDUµVQRZ¶MRJDUµSOD\¶URJDUµUHTXHVW¶ORJUDUµDFKLHYH¶ 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLY ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* DS>ܭ@JR DS>ܭ@JXH O>ܭ@YR O>ܭ@YH Q>ܭ@YR Q>ܭ@YH 
6* DS>ܭ@JDV DS>ܭ@JXHV O>ܭ@YDV O>ܭ@YHV Q>ܭ@YDV Q>ܭ@YHV 
6* DS>ܭ@JD DS>ܭ@JXH O>ܭ@YD O>ܭ@YH Q>ܭ@YD Q>ܭ@YH 
3/ DSHJDPRV DSHJXHPRV OHYDPRV OHYHPRV QHYDPRV QHYHPRV 
3/ DSHJDLV DSHJXHLV OHYDLV OHYHLV QHYDLV QHYHLV 
3/ DS>ܭ@JDP DS>ܭ@JXHP O>ܭ@YDP O>ܭ@YHP Q>ܭ@YDP Q>ܭ@YHP 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* M>ܧ@JR M>ܧ@JXH U>ܧ@JR U>ܧ@JXH O>ܧ@JUR O>ܧ@JUH 
6* M>ܧ@JDV M>ܧ@JXHV U>ܧ@JDV U>ܧ@JXHV O>ܧ@JUDV O>ܧ@JUHV 
6* M>ܧ@JD M>ܧ@JXH U>ܧ@JD U>ܧ@JXH O>ܧ@JUD O>ܧ@JUH 
3/ MRJDPRV MRJXHPRV URJDPRV URJXHPRV ORJUDPRV ORJUHPRV 
3/ MRJDLV MRJXHLV URJDLV URJXHLV ORJUDLV ORJUHLV 
3/ M>ܧ@JDP M>ܧ@JXHP U>ܧ@JDP U>ܧ@JXHP O>ܧ@JUDP O>ܧ@JUHP 
 
(17) $VHOHFWLRQRI6SDQLVKYHUEVZKLFKGLVSOD\1SDWWHUQDOORPRUSK\QHJDUµUHIXVH¶SHUGHU
µORRVH¶SRGHUµEHDEOH¶VHQWLUµIHHO¶FRQYHUWLUµFRQYHUW¶PRULUµGLH¶ 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLY ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* QLHJR QLHJXH SLHUGR SLHUGD SXHGR SXHGD 
6* QLHJDV QLHJXHV SLHUGHV SLHUGDV SXHGHV SXHGDV 
6* QLHJD QLHJXH SLHUGH SLHUGD SXHGH SXHGD 
3/ QHJDPRV QHJXHPRV SHUGHPRV SHUGDPRV SRGHPRV SRGDPRV 
3/ QHJiLV QHJXpLV SHUGpLV SHUGiLV SRGpLV SRGiLV 
3/ QLHJDQ QLHJXHQ SLHUGHQ SLHUGDQ SXHGHQ SXHGDQ 
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 There are approximately 55 verbs of this type. Note that the high-vowel is also present in the 1PL and 2PL present 
subjunctive and therefore it could be concluded that there has been a merging of the two morphomes to create a N&L 
pattern whose verb forms all share a high vowel in the root. The psychological reality of this pattern, however, 
remains to be established, since it is a rule of Spanish that all -ir verbs which display a mid-vowel in the infinitive 
(with the exception of convergir µFRQYHUJH¶KDYHDKLJK-vowel in these cells even though in the N-pattern they can 
display diphthongs (sentir, mentir, convertirse, dormir, morir) or high vowels (servir, medir, pedir, etc.). Therefore, 
the formal syncretism of the root of the N-pattern and the 1PL & 2PL present subjunctive may be coincidental, in that 
speakers may not have grammaticalised this distributional regularity for the verbs in question. For simplicity I have 
omitted this pattern.  
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* VLHQWR VLHQWD FRQYLHUWR FRQYLHUWD PXHUR PXHUD 
6* VLHQWHV VLHQWDV FRQYLHUWHV FRQYLHUWDV PXHUHV PXHUDV 
6* VLHQWH VLHQWD FRQYLHUWH FRQYLHUWD PXHUH PXHUD 
3/ VHQWLPRV VLQWDPRV FRQYHUWLPRV FRQYLUWDPRV PRULPRV PXUDPRV 
3/ VHQWtV VLQWiLV FRQYHUWtV FRQYLUWiLV PRUtV PXUiLV 
3/ VLHQWHQ VLHQWDQ FRQYLHUWHQ FRQYLHUWDQ PXHUHQ PXHUDQ 
 
(18) $VHOHFWLRQRI6SDQLVKYHUEVZKLFKFRXOGSRVVLEO\GLVSOD\1SDWWHUQDOORPRUSK\ZLWK
KLJKYRZHOVLQWKH1SDWWHUQPHGLUµPHDVXUH¶SHGLUµDVNIRU¶VHUYLUµVHUYH 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLY ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* PLGR PLGD SLGR SLGD VLUYR VLUYD 
6* PLGHV PLGDV SLGHV SLGDV VLUYHV VLUYDV 
6* PLGH PLGD SLGH SLGD VLUYH VLUYD 
3/ PHGLPRV PLGDPRV SHGLPRV SLGDPRV VHUYLPRV VLUYDPRV12 
3/ PHGtV PLGiLV SHGtV SLGiLV VHUYtV VLUYiLV 
3/ PLGHQ PLGDQ SLGHQ SLGDQ VLUYHQ VLUYDQ 
 
,Q3RUWXJXHVH WKH1SDWWHUQFDQDOVR LQWHUDFWZLWK WKH/SDWWHUQHIIHFWLYHO\GRPLQDWLQJ LWDQG
UHGXFLQJ WKH1SDWWHUQ WR WKH6*6*3/DQGUHOHYDQW LPSHUDWLYH IRUPVDQGFUHDWLQJ D QHZ
SDWWHUQZKLFK,KDYHWHUPHGWKH/!1SDWWHUQWREHUHDGWKH/GRPLQDWHVWKH13DWWHUQ7KLV
FRPELQDWLRQRIWKH/SDWWHUQDQG/!1SDWWHUQ LVH[WUHPHO\SURPLQHQW LQWKH3RUWXJXHVHYHUE
QHDUO\DOO13±HUDQG±LUYHUEVZKLFKGLVSOD\DQRUWKRJUDSKLFPLGYRZHODVWKHURRWYRZHOH[KLELW
/!1SDWWHUQDOORPRUSK\LQ±HUYHUEVDVLOOXVWUDWHGLQWKH/SDWWHUQFHOOVGLVSOD\DKLJK
PLGYRZHOLQWKHURRWZKLFKDOWHUQDWHVZLWKDQRSHQPLGYRZHOLQWKHUHGXFHG1SDWWHUQFHOOV,Q
±LUYHUEVWKHURRWRIWKHUHGXFHG1SDWWHUQFHOOVDOVRGLVSOD\VDQRSHQPLGYRZHOEXWWKHYRZHO
LQWKH/SDWWHUQLVDKLJKYRZHOZLWQHVVWKHH[DPSOHVLQ6SDQLVKRQO\KDVWZRYHUEVZKLFK
GLVSOD\/!1SDWWHUQDOORPRUSK\DVGLVSOD\HGLQ 
(19) 7KH3RUWXJXHVHHUYHUEVGHYHUµRZH¶PRYHUµPRYH¶EHEHUµGULQN¶ 
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 See footnote 11 
13
 According to Cunha & Cintra (1994:416) the exceptions to this rule are: verbs whose root vowel is nasalized due 
to a following heterosyllabic consonant (encher µILOOXS¶romper µEUHDN¶%UD]LOLDQ3RUWXJXHVHYHUEVZKRVHURRW
vowel is followed by a nasal consonant (temer µIHDU¶comer µHDW¶WKHYHUEVquerer µZDQW¶DQGpoder µEHDEOH¶ 
  ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* G>H@YR G>H@YD P>R@YR P>R@YD  E>H@ER E>H@ED 
6* G>ܭ@YHV G>H@YDV P>ܧ@YHV P>R@YDV E>ܭ@EHV E>H@EDV 
6* G>ܭ@YH G>H@YD P>ܧ@YH P>R@YD E>ܭ@EH E>H@ED 
3/ GHYHPRV GHYDPRV PRYHPRV PRYDPRV EHEHPRV EHEDPRV 
3/ GHYLV GHYDLV PRYHLV PRYDLV EHEHLV EHEDLV 
3/ G>ܭ@YHP G>H@YDP P>ܧ@YHP P>R@YDP E>ܭ@EHP E>H@EDP 
 
(20) 7KH3RUWXJXHVH±LUYHUEVVHUYLUµVHUYH¶GRUPLUµVOHHS¶YHVWLUµGUHVV¶ 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* VLUYR VLUYD GXUPR GXUPD YLVWR YLVWD 
6* V>ܭ@UYHV VLUYDV G>ܧ@UPHV GXUPDV Y>ܭ@VWHV YLVWDV 
6* V>ܭ@UYH VLUYD G>ܧ@UPH GXUPD Y>ܭ@VWH YLVWD 
3/ VHUYLPRV VLUYDPRV GRUPLPRV GXUPDPRV YHVWLPRV YLVWDPRV 
3/ VHUYLV VLUYDLV GRUPLV GXUPDLV YHVWLV YLVWDLV 
3/ V>ܭ@UYHP VLUYDP G>ܧ@UPHP GXUPDP Y>ܭ@VWHP YLVWDP 
 
(21) 7KH6SDQLVKYHUEVWHQHUµKDYH¶DQGYHQLUµFRPH¶ 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* WHQJR WHQJD YHQJR YHQJD 
6* WLHQHV WHQJDV YLHQHV YHQJDV 
6* WLHQH WHQJD YLHQH YHQJD 
3/ WHQHPRV WHQJDPRV YHQLPRV YHQJDPRV 
3/ WHQpLV WHQJiLV YHQtV YHQJiLV 
3/ WLHQHQ WHQJDQ YLHQHQ YHQJDQ 
 
The question of how this allomorphy is conditioned is controversial and depends crucially upon 
the theory of morphology adopted and the assumptions regarding the units of lexical storage and 
processes of word-formation. Within constructive theories of morphology (see Blevins 2006 for 
an overview) the usual assumption is that the stems or roots of words are stored in isolation to 
their inflectional endings, which correspond to some set of morphosyntactic properties. In such 
models, allomorphy is a matter of semantic or phonological conditioning, or for suppletive or 
near suppletive forms, it is usually conceded that the particular inflectional form is memorised 
(e.g. the 1SG present indicative forms soy, doy, estoy, sé in Spanish).  The allomorphy in the 
3RUWXJXHVH DQG 6SDQLVK verbs described above poses challenges for explanations based on 
semantics since as argued extensively by Maiden (2001) and 2¶1HLOO (2015, 2011d) there is no 
exclusive semantic feature that can capture each individual pattern.  Although there is, especially 
for Spanish, a consistent phonological generalisation available which corresponds to the 
patterning, i.e. the N-pattern forms are all rhizotonic and the L-pattern forms all contain a 
desinential non-front vowel, 2¶1HLOO (2011: 204-246, and forthcoming(b)) has advanced 
diachronic, synchronic, comparative and psycholinguistic evidence (Bybee and Pardo, 198114) 
which prompts the conclusion that the correlation between the phonological environment and the 
allomorphy is a historical accident and in no way does the former determine the latter. 
 
I argue that the allomorphy in these verbs is memorised and their distribution is predictable due 
to these patterns constituting an integral part of the way in which the verbal morphology is 
organised for 3RUWXJXHVH DQG 6SDQLVK. Such an explanation helps to explain the presence of 
defective verbs in these patterns: my claim is that the verbs are defective because they do not have 
a memorised verb form for these patterns, and the generalisation of the non ±ar verbs in 
3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVK, due to the allomorphy described above, is not to form the inflectional 
forms of these patterns on the basis of other forms in the paradigm but to rely on stored, 
retrievable, memorised forms. Defective verbs are defective because they do not have these 
memorised forms.  In order to elucidate these arguments, however, it is necessary to set out my 
assumptions regarding the processing and storage of morphologically complex words, which 
conform to those models of morphology which have been termHGµDEVWUDFWLYH¶%OHYLQV 2006).  
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 Subjects were presented with nonce verbs and asked to produce different inflectional forms. Regarding the 
production of velar forms there were two experimental conditions in which subjects were presented with the nonce 
forms from which it was clear that the nonce lexeme displayed the velar non-velar alternation. In the first experiment 
subjects were presented with the nonce forms in the 1sg and 3sg present indicative (e.g., the nonce verbs pale, palgo; 
rone, rongo; lece, lezco; fae, faigo) and were required to produce present subjunctive forms. In the second experiment 
subjects were presented with an infinitive and 1sg present indicative forms (palir, palgo; ronir, rongo; lecer, lezco: 
faer faigo) and asked to provide the 3sg present indicative form. For the present discussion, the important point about 
the results of these experiments is that there was no correlation between the production of a velar form and a back 
vowel; when a velar occurred it was before a back vowel in 48% of cases and before a front vowel in 52% of cases. 
These results are because, in the second experimental condition, the informants could generalise the velar root which 
was presented in the 1sg present indicative to the 3sg present indicative instead of using the non-velar allomorph of 
the infinitive. That is, upon hearing palir and palgo informants offered the 3sg present indicative form palgue as well 
as the expected form pale. Thus, the conclusion of Bybee and Pardo (1981) regarding the velar allomorphy in Spanish 
LVWKDWµWKHDOWHUQDWLRQLVPRUSKRORJLFDOO\FRQGLWLRQHGDQGQRWSKRQRORJLFDOO\FRQGLWLRQHG¶ 
 
  
5.2 Abstractive models of morphology 
 
Abstractive models of morphology (Baayen et al. 1997; Baayen et al. 2003; Bybee 2001; Blevins 
2016, Skousen 1989; 1992; Eddington 2000; 2006) assume that the minimal meaningful unit is 
the word, and complex word forms are stored in their entirety in the lexicon and are connected to 
other words on the basis of formal and semantic relationships. This particular organisation 
µSURYLGHV JHQHUDOLVDWLRQV DQG VHJPHQWDWLRQ DW YDULRXV GHJUHHV RI DEVWUDFWLRQ DQG JHQHUDOLW\
whereby units such as morpheme, arise from the relations of identity and similarity that organise 
UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ¶%\EHH)RUH[DPSOHin abstractive models of morphology, the formative 
±mos in the 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKword cantamos µZHVLQJ¶, would not be stored in isolation to 
the root cant- and associated with the morphosyntactic features 1PL. Rather, given the frequency 
of the form cantamos, the word itself is most likely stored and the internal structure cant-a-mos, 
in which /a/ is the conjugation vowel and -mos associated with 1PL would be abstracted from 
comparisons with other verbs (tiramos, cortamos, pagamos, jogamos) which have the same 
structure and are also associated with 1PL meanings, and are likewise semantically and 
morphologically related to other verb forms displaying the same conjugation vowel (tirar, cortar, 
pagar, jogar).   
 
In models of morphology in the post-Bloomfieldian tradition, abstractive theories are, at first 
sight, highly counterintuitive since they seem to advocate the mass storage of whole word-forms. 
In the context of highly inflected languages such as 3RUWXJXHVH DQG 6SDQLVK, this is highly 
redundant and falls short of what Bloomfield (1933:238) would WHUPµVFLHQWLILFFRPSDFWQHVV¶,n 
the verbal morphology of these languages each lexeme has approximately between 45 and 57 
individual forms respectively, the great majority of which are entirely predictable. Therefore, it 
would seem more economical, in terms of processing and storage, for morphologically complex 
words to be rule-generated along the lines of various constructive approaches (Ackema and 
Neeleman 2004; Anderson 1992; Aronoff 1976, 1994; Beard 1995; Matthews 1991; Scalise 1984; 
Stump 2001) or models which advocate dual processing (Clahsen 1999; Bybee (2001:29).  
 
However Blevins (2016:79) has pointed out that theoretical FRPSDFWQHVV µhas no established 
UHOHYDQFH WR ODQJXDJH DFTXLVLWLRQ RU XVH¶ $QG WKDW µWKHUH LV DW SUHVHQW QR HYLGHQFH WKDW WKH
language faculty imposes memory demands that strain the storage capacity of the human brain, 
RUWKDWOLQJXLVWLFQRWLRQVRI³FRPSDFWQHVV´ZRXOGEHUHOHYDQWWRUHGXFLQJWKLVORDG¶ 
 
Moreover, abstract theories of morphology do not require all forms of a paradigm of a lexeme to 
be memorised, since within a conception of the lexicon as a complex network structure sensitive 
to frequency effects, mass storage of words that correspond to regular processes of inflection does 
not necessarily add complexity to the structure (Stemberger and MacWhinney (1986), Bybee 
(1999, 2010). Bybee (2001:29) exemplifies this point when she talks about whether the English 
word exaggerated, the past tense and participle form of the verb exaggerate, is stored in the 
lexicon.  Specifically she states that: (Bybee 2001:29) 
 
µsince all of its parts overlap with existing items. . . it probably does not make much sense 
to ask if exaggerated LV³LQ´WKHOH[LFRQRUQRW,WLVWKHUHDVDXQLWLILWKDVEHHQXVHGEXW
the two portions of it overlap with other items and it has low token frequency, so it has 
lLWWOHDXWRQRP\´ 
  
The idea here is that frequent items such as the 3SG preterite forms of Spanish cantar µVLQJ¶DQG
hablar µVSHDN¶canty and hably respectively, are undoubtedly stored lexically, despite these being 
regular verbs, because of their token frequency. Moreover, given the relative frequency of such 
lexemes it is feasible to assume that even less frequent inflectional forms of their paradigm such 
as the 1PL present indicative, cantamos, hablamos, are lexically stored. Such forms would be 
connected to each other on the basis of their shared phonological material united with their 
common lexical meaning which holds over the whole word form. The networked connections 
between the stored forms of all -ar verbs would produce a situation whereby, for this class, there 
would be an inventory of lexically stored forms for most cells in the paradigm, regardless of the 
VSHFLILFOH[HPHWKLVLVEHFDXVHµSDWWHUQVRILQWHUSUHGLFWDELOLW\SHUPLWWKHH[WUDSRODWLRQRIDODUJHU
V\VWHP IURP D VXEVHW RI IRUPV¶ %OHYLns 2016:227). This can be represented formally and 
abstractly as an exemplar paradigm, a network of forms which all display the same inflectional 
patterns. 
  
 Below in (22), I give an example of a formalised and simplified exemplar paradigm for ±ar verbs 
of Spanish in which X is to be understood as the common lexical root of the verb.   
 
(22) A reduced exemplar paradigm for Spanish ±ar verbs.   
 imperfect 
subjunctive 
imperfect 
subjunctive 
preterite imperfect 
indicative 
1SG. Xara Xáse Xé Xaba 
2SG. Xaras Xáse Xaste Xabas 
3SG. Xara Xáse Xó Xaba 
1PL. Xáramos Xásemos Xamos Xábmos 
2PL. Xárais Xáseis Xasteis Xábais 
3PL. Xaran Xasen Xaron Xaban 
 imperative infinitive gerund participle 
 Xa , Xad Xar Xando Xado 
 
 
7KHLGHDRIWKHH[HPSODUSDUDGLJPLVWRUHSUHVHQWZKDW%OHYLQVFDOOVµLQWHUGHSHQGHQF\RI
IRUPYDULDWLRQH[SUHVVHGPRUHVLPSO\E\0DWWKHZVDVWKHLGHDWKDWµRQH
LQIOHFWLRQWHQGVWRSUHGLFWDQRWKHU¶ 
 
As elaborated upon in 2¶1Hill (2014), each of the cells in the exemplar paradigm constitutes an 
abstraction over stored forms which represent nodes in the complex associative network; it must 
be remembered that all word forms are connected to each other and that these patterns have come 
about on the basis of a number of stored exemplars and formal patterns which emerge from these 
exemplars. In a robust network structure, such as that of -ar verbs, the whole storage of a word 
form of a lexeme which corresponds to just one node could imply that all the other word forms 
are, in a way, lexically stored, on account of their corresponding to one node in the network. This 
is due to the considerable type-frequency of this network, reflected in the strength of connections 
between forms. Thus, upon hearing an infrequent lexeme such as 3PL preterite form of the verb 
imputar µLPSXWH¶, imputaron, even if the speaker has never heard or uttered this particular 
inflexional form of this verb, if they understand the lexemic meaning, then they necessarily have 
heard and lexically registered at least one form of this verb; therefore it forms part of the wider 
associative network, so they can automatically understand and produce any inflectional form of 
this verb, e.g. the very infrequent 2PL imperfect subjunctive form of this lexeme, imputaseis. This 
capacity to produce all verb forms of a lexeme is not due to inflectional rules upon stored stems 
but due to the fact that all inflectional forms are, in a sense, present in the lexicon by association 
of the form imputaron with the network of inflectional patterning typical of verbs of the default -
ar conjugation.  Note however, that this concept of storage is not that a word form has been 
heard/uttered a significant number of times and thus possesses a strong memory trace (see also 
Bybee 2001) but is viewed in terms of membership in a complex network which has a significant 
type/token frequency and via which any single memorised word form of a lexeme indirectly 
presupposes that the other forms are also readily available.  
 
 An analogy which I find useful is that of a room adorned with numerous mirrors organised in a 
particular way whereby an image attached to one mirror is automatically present in all mirrors. 
The concept of lexical storage based on memory traces and having been heard a number of times, 
in this analogy, corresponds to the physical attached image. The reflections of the image in the 
other mirrors are akin to storage as part of a complex associative network; it is not the case that 
every mirror has an image attached to it but given the organisation of the mirrors, each mirror 
does contain an image of the primary image. The exemplar paradigm is an abstraction of this 
complex associative network and a shorthand means to represent it.  
 
Within such a model, word production is a matter of either, retrieval of a stored form, or when 
there is no stored form present, exploitation of the implicational structure within an exemplar 
paradigm (see also Blevins 2006:237±238). It is my contention, however, that for ±er and ±ir 
verbs of 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKthe implicational structure is different than for ±ar verbs, and 
specifically for the N&L-patterns, word production is always a matter of retrieval of a stored form 
and not realised on the basis of knowledge of other inflectional forms of the lexeme. I therefore 
argue that defective verbs are those verbs that do not possess stored forms for these patterns.  
 
 The ±er and ±ir conjugations, as described in 5.1, are characterised by a high proportion of 
allomorphy precisely in the N&L-patterns. Moreover, this allomorphy is not at all predictable by 
the phonological form of the verb outside the N&L patterns as attested by the tables in (24) and 
(23), in which I present the different types of allomorphy in the rhizotonic forms of present 
 indicative of the ±ir verbs only for both 3RUWXJXHVH DQG 6SDQLVK in accordance with the root 
vowel.  
 
(23) A selection of Portuguese ±ir verbs classed in accordance with the root vowel and type 
of allomorphy in the 1SG present indicative (representative of the L-pattern) and 3SG present 
indicative  (representative of the L>N-pattern).  
 
Root vowel verb gloss 1SG present 
indicative 
type of 
allomorphy  
3SG present 
indic 
type of 
allomorphy  
<a> sair  go out saio consonantal   sai irregular 
desinence 
partir  leave parto none  parte none 
<e> medir measure meço consonantal   m>ܭ@de vocalic 
servir serve sirvo vocalic s>ܭ@rve vocalic 
submergir submerge submerjo none  subm>ܭ@rge vocalic  
agredir assault agrido vocalic agride vocalic  
<i> frigir fry frijo none  fr>ܭ@ges vocalic  
permitir permit permito none  permite none  
<o>/<ou> ouvir hear ouço/oiço consonantal   ouve none 
dormir sleep durmo vocalic  d>ܧ@rme vocalic 
<u> cumprir fulfill cumpro none  cumpre none 
acudir help acudo none  ac>ܧ@des vocalic  
instruir 
 
instruct  instruo none  instrui irregular 
desinence  
 
 
(24) A selection of Spanish ±ir verbs classed in accordance with the root vowel and type of 
allomorphy in the 1SG present indicative.  
 
root vowel verb gloss 1SG present 
indicative 
type of allomorphy  
<a> salir go out salgo consonantal   
partir  leave parto none  
<e> sentir feel siento vocalic 
servir serve sirvo vocalic 
agredir assault agredo none  
<i> vivir live vivo none  
<o> oir hear oigo consonantal   
dormir sleep duermo vocalic  
podrir15 rot pudro vocalic  
<u> cumplir fulfill  cumplo none  
construir build construyo consonantal  
 
I contend that these allomorphs must be memorised. However, I do not propose that they are 
memorised as irregular roots or stems and indexed to occur in the different patterns but within an 
abstractive model of morphology in terms of exemplar paradigms, I claim that the consistent 
patterns of allomorphy exhibited across numerous lexemes in this conjugation have produced the 
situation whereby, the cells of the N-pattern in Spanish and the L-pattern and L>N-pattern in 
Portuguese are more cohesive and have a greater inter-predictability or diagnostic function with 
respect to the other cells16. These cells therefore form their own cohesive unit, whereby upon 
hearing and memorising the form in any of these cells, the other forms are automatically known. 
These structures have been termed morphomes by a number of authors (see 2¶1HLOO 2014, 
however, for a discussion of this term and different ways in which it has been used) and are to be 
understood here as a semantically heterogeneous collection of cells which display a very high 
degree of interpredicability, and whose grammatical reality can be verified historically (see 
Maiden 2004).   
 
                                                 
15
 This form is found in many varieties of Spanish and corresponds to the form pudrir in the standard language.  
16
 My ideas about the mental representation of complex morphological systems have been guided by suggestions 
made in the various publications of Blevins (2006, 2016) and Bybee (2001). However, there is one important aspect 
in which my views diverge from those of the latter scholar: the importance given to correspondences of form alone. 
That is the realities of purely paradigmatic distributions of form inherent in the patterns described for Spanish and 
Portuguese. Bybee conceives of morphology as the union of semantic and phonological connections. These two types 
of associations do not have equal status however since the fundamental tenet of her lexical organisation of whole 
words is that form is subordinate to meaning. (Bybee 2001:117, 1985:118). Indeed, with reference to the vowel 
alternations of Spanish in (17) and (18)± (which are of different types but the paradigmatic pattern is the same across 
lexemes) whilst she does not absolutely reject the idea that lexical connections can be made on the basis of formal 
identiW\ DORQH VKH %\EHH VWDWHV µ,QPDQ\ FDVHV OH[LFDO FRQQHFWLRQV DPRQJSDUDGLJPVZLWK VLPLODU
DOWHUQDWLRQVDUHQRW MXVWLILHG¶%\EHH LV LQGHHG ULJKWZKHQVKHQRWHV LELG WKDWFRQVLVWHQW IRUPLQDVHPDQWLFDOO\
unmotivated set of paradigmatic cells, even over a number of lexemes, could be a mere coincidence, thus invalidating 
a justification lexical connections. However, a number of studies (Maiden 2001, 2004, 2009, 2¶1HLOO 2009, 2011a, 
2011b, 2011c, Wheeler 2011) have provided a wealth of convincing diachronic evidence to suggest that patterns of 
regular distribution of identical form within the inflectional paradigm of the Romance Languages, which do not 
correspond to any coherent semantic or syntactic function, are psychologically real for speakers and constitute 
grammatical realities. The evidence which has been advanced for this argument has been of a diachronic nature, since 
there are a number of historical developments which presuppose the existence of such structures that can channel 
and condition morphological change.  
 
 It should be pointed out that N-pattern allomorphy is also attested in ±ar verbs both in 3RUWXJXHVH
DQG6SDQLVK(see (16)&(17)). CHANG However, I contend that there is a qualitative difference 
between the morphomes in the ±ar verbs and the non ±ar verbs (for simplicity in the exposition, 
I shall only deal with ±ir verbs). The verbs which display allomorphy in accordance with the 
different patterns in the ±ir verbs are not only some of the most frequent verbs of that conjugation 
but the great majority of verbs of that conjugation display allomorphy;  these patterns are 
reinforced for this class by both the token frequency of the individual forms and their type 
frequency for this class. The result, I contend, is that it has become conventionalized that ±er and 
±ir verbs have a memorised form for the different morphomic patterns and that they stand outside 
the implicational structure for other inflectional forms of the conjugation. Simply stated, the 
L&N-pattern forms for all non ±ar verbs are not formed on the basis of other forms of the lexeme 
but are memorised in their own right. Defective verbs, therefore, are simply verbs that do not 
possess a memorised form for the morphomic patterns.  
 
Such a conclusion seems inherently counterintuitive when considering the numerous verbs with 
root vowels in /a/ /i/ and /u/ which do not display any type of allomorphy in the verbal paradigm. 
However, if frequency is accepted to be an important factor in the abstractive models of 
morphology which advocate mass storage of forms, then it is clear that the predominant model 
for the forms of the different morphomic patterns of ±ir verbs is that they are not predictable on 
the basis of other forms of paradigm and must be memorised apart. It is my claim that this 
predominant model becomes the model of word formation for all non ±ar verbs (for extensive 
VXSSRUWIRUWKLVFODLPVHH2¶1HLOOIRUWKFRPLQJF 
 
In this respect Catalan is different since it has two sub-paradigms for the present tense forms of ±
ir verbs. The first, traditionally termed conjugation IIIa, exemplified by the verb sentir µIHHO¶KDV
rhizotonic stress and historically displayed vowel allomorphy in the N-Pattern cells. In the second 
sub-class of ±ir verbs, traditionally termed conjugation IIIb and exemplified by servir µVHUYH¶DQG
also abolir in (3), the stress falls on the augment ±eix which occurs after the root and is present 
for all verbs of this sub-paradigm. Therefore, whilst the Catalan verbs do display allomorphy in 
the rhizotonic forms of the present tense, unlike 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVK this allomorphy is always 
predictable on the basis of any other form of the verb. 
 (25) The Catalan verbs sentir µIHHO¶DQGservir µVHUYH¶ 
 ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH ,QGLFDWLYH 6XEMXQFWLYH 
6* VHQWR VHQWL VHUYHL[R VHUYHL[L 
6* VHQWV VHQWLV VHUYHL[HV VHUYHL[LV 
6* VHQW VHQWL VHUYHL[ VHUYHL[L 
3/ VHQWLP VHQWLP VHUYLP VHUYLP 
3/ VHQWLX VHQWLX VHUYLX VHUYLX 
3/ VHQWHQ VHQWLQ VHUYHL[HQ VHUYHL[HQ 
 
 
It is no coincidence, to my mind, that the Catalan lexemes cognate with the Portuguese and 
Spanish defective forms all belong to this IIIb conjugation, which display the augment ±eix in the 
N-pattern cells. This is true both of the cognate forms, listed below in (26), of the 3RUWXJXHVHDQG
6SDQLVKdefective verbs acknowledged in this article, and also the cognate forms, listed in (27), 
of the purported Spanish defective verbs which according to 2¶1HLOO (2009) are only mainly 
attested in the present participle form.  
 
(26) List of Catalan cognates of the 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKdefective verbs.   
abolir µDEROLVK¶, acolorir µFRORXU¶brunyir µEXUQLsh/SROLVK¶, compelir µFRPSHO¶, 
compungir µPDNHUHPRUVHIXO¶demolir µGHPROLVK¶, discernir µGLVFHUQ¶, embotir µVWXII¶ 
emergir µHPHUJH¶, extorquir µGHPDQGLPSRVHfines', florir µIORZHU¶, fruir µHQMR\¶,  
garantir µJXDUDQWHH¶ polir µSROLVK¶retorquir µUHSO\¶, submergir µVXEPHUJH¶ungir 
µDQRLQW¶ 
 
(27) List of Catalan cognates of the alleged Spanish defective verbs, which in the corpora are 
mainly attested in the past participle form (2¶1HLOO 2009).  
aguerrir - aguerrido µEDWWOH-KDUGHQHG¶ espaordir - espaordido µfrightened¶ empedernir - 
empedernido µEHFRPHKDUG¶fallir - fallido µIDLOHG¶preterir - preterido µSDVVHGRYHU¶ 
 
These verbs all have a full paradigm since, even if these verbs are extremely infrequent or, as is 
the case with the verbs in (27), are used mostly in the past participle form as adjectives, unlike 
3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVK, for the Catalan IIIb class, knowledge of inflected forms outside the N-
pattern predicts the forms of the N-pattern. In term of an exemplar paradigm the relationship 
 between, for example, the infinitive and the N-pattern forms is Xir > Xeixo, Xeixes, Xeix, Xeixen 
(retorquir > retorqueixo, retorqueixes, retorqueix, retoriqueixen) As argued above, this level of 
interpredictability is not present in the most frequent verbs of the ±ir class in 3RUWXJXHVHDQG
6SDQLVK. In this language, I have claimed that the generalisation is for the N&L pattern forms of 
all ±ir verbs to be memorized, regardless oIWKHLUµUHJXODULW\¶DQGODFNRIDOORPRUSK\9erbs are 
defective when they do not possess a memorized form.   
6 Conclusion  
This special collection of articles is on the concept of near synonymy. Within the domain of 
lexical semantics, near synonym, but not complete synonym (see Divjak 2010), can be considered 
to exist for different lexical items. Cross-linguistically, however, languages with a common origin 
tend to undergo semantic specializations differentiating their lexical cognates to produce the 
situation whereby the cognates can be at times similar and at other times radically different e,g, 
the continuants of the Latin verb SENTIRE; 6SDQLVKDQG,WDOLDQERWKKDYHWKHPHDQLQJµIHHO¶EXW
LQ6SDQLVKDQH[WUHPHO\IUHTXHQWDOWHUQDWLYHPHDQLQJLVµWREHVRUU\¶DQGLQ,WDOLDQWKHYHUELV
IUHTXHQWO\XVHGWRPHDQµWRKHDU¶(see Enghels & Jansegers (2013)).  
 
I have used the phenomenon of defective verbs in Spanish, Portuguese and Catalan to show how 
languages with a common origin can develop in sometimes similar and, other times, very different 
ways with regards their morphology. 3RUWXJXHVHDQG6SDQLVKverbal morphology is different in 
that they have different allomorphs which are distributed according to different patterns: N-
pattern is prominent in Spanish whilst the L-pattern and the L>N-pattern is dominant in 
Portuguese. Nevertheless, in comparison with Catalan, 3RUWXJXHVH DQG 6SDQLVK are similar 
morphologically in that for ±ir verbs, the morphological generalisation is that all lexemes must 
have a stored form for the different morphomic patterns, and these forms cannot be produced on 
the basis of knowledge of other inflectional forms, e.g. the infinitive or the participles. 
Subsequently, 3RUWXJXHVH DQG 6SDQLVK have defective verbs whilst Catalan does not. This 
seemingly trivial matter of having defective verbs actually reveals important aspects about the 
organisation of morphological paradigms and processes of word-formation in Portuguese, 
Spanish and Catalan and has important implications for theoretical models of morphology (see 
2¶1HLOOIRUWKFRPLQJEIRUDQRYHUYLHZ 
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